SEO SERVICES

SEO Audit
Technical & Content

PILLAR 1 | TECHNICAL:

OUR
4 SEO PILLARS
Google
algorithms
look
at
thousands of factors to rank a web
page on the search results. But SEO
isn’t just about optimizing your
website.
In fact, SEO involves other
disciplines within digital marketing,
including
coding
and
web
development, content marketing,
public relations, branding, UX…
We have decided to sort those
ranking factors in 4 pillars, based
on their type, inﬂuence and related
discipline.

◼ Be visible and readable to search engines

PILLAR 2 | CONTENT:
◼ Drive relevant, targeted trafﬁc to your web pages

PILLAR 3 | AUTHORITY:
◼ Earn trust and credibility online

PILLAR 4 | EXPERIENCE:
◼ Encourage visitor conversion

SEO AUDIT AND SCORING METHOD
Every SEO effort should start with an initial audit. We will look at 40+ checkpoints to identify top priority elements to
optimize for a SEO-friendly website. Checkpoints are analyzed and scored using a handy color-coded system:

HIGH PRIORITY: signiﬁcant
negative impact on SEO effort.

MEDIUM PRIORITY: minor
negative impact on SEO effort.

SEO-FRIENDLY: positive
impact on SEO effort.

Must be optimized.

Should be optimized.

Already optimized.

SEO AUDIT | RESULT SUMMARY

SEO AUDIT | RESULT SUMMARY
TECHNICAL :
◼ 2. Google tools integration
◼ 3. Indexation ratio
◼ 5. Zombie pages
◼ 14. 404 pages
◼ 17. Loading speed
◼ 18. Site architecture & navigation

high priority
must be optimized

CONTENT :
◼ 22. Organic CTR
◼ 23. Keywords ranking
◼ 25. Keywords cannibalization
◼ 27. Title tags
◼ 28. Meta Description
◼ 29. H1 tags and headings
◼ 33. Multimedia optimization
◼ 40. New content opportunity

SEO AUDIT | RESULT SUMMARY

TECHNICAL

medium priority
should be optimized

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

4. Duplicate pages
6. URL analysis
8. Header control
9. Internal Linking
11. Robots.Txt
12. Xml Sitemap
13. Native Sitemap
16. Mobile Accessibility
20. Html Errors / W3c Validation

CONTENT
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

24. Targeted keywords
26. Readability
30. Content analysis
31. Informational content
32. Pagination & internal linking
34. Contact page & brand signals
35. Terms & privacy pages
37. References & sources
38. Geo-speciﬁc content
39. Universal Search

SEO AUDIT | RESULT SUMMARY

seo-friendly

TECHNICAL :
◼ 1. Domain name & age
◼ 7. Hreﬂang
◼ 10. X-robots tags & meta robots
◼ 15. 301 redirects
◼ 19. SSL certiﬁcate

already optimized
CONTENT :
◼

21. Organic trafﬁc

◼

36. Outbound links

TECHNICAL AUDIT

PILLAR 1: TECHNICAL
BE VISIBLE AND READABLE TO SEARCH ENGINES

HOW? By ﬁxing technical issues preventing crawling and indexing your web pages.
Analysis and recommendations include indexation, navigation, site speed, mobile friendliness, internal links, proper use
of on-site technologies, redirections, URL structure, site maps and crawlability issues.

SEO AUDIT | TECHNICAL CHECKPOINTS

❑

1. Domain name and age

❑

11. Robots.txt

❑

2. Google tools integration

❑

12. XML sitemap

❑

3. Indexation ratio

❑

13. Native sitemap

❑

4. Duplicate pages

❑

14. 404 pages

❑

5. Zombie pages

❑

15. 301 redirects

❑

6. URLs analysis

❑

16. Mobile accessibility

❑

7. HREFlang

❑

17. Site loading speed

❑

8. Header control

❑

18. Site architecture & navigation

❑

9. Internal linking & broken links

❑

19. SSL certiﬁcate

❑

10. X-robots tags & meta robots

❑

20. HTML errors / W3C validation

1. DOMAIN NAME & AGE
Check domain name is clear, unique and relevant to the business. Assess the risk of any previous black-hatted SEO efforts based on
domain age.

◼

Domain name: https://www.example.com
○

Domain name is short, unique and memorable

○

“.au” top level domain is friendly and relevant to Australian market

◼

Domain age (with registration date): 5 years and 3 months
○ Domain age is protected by .au Domain Administration Ltd (auDA)’s privacy so we cannot know when it was
registered. However website appeared on web.archive.org: Dec 23th 2014.

◼

No penalty detected.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

No issues detected.

2. GOOGLE TOOLS INTEGRATION
Verify Google Analytics and Google Search Console are integrated and conﬁgured for search performance tracking.
◼

Google Analytics: Yes, found 2 tags
○ ID: UA-XXXXXXX
■ Default URL: https://www.example.com
■ Code Version/Syntax: Universal
○ ID: UA-XXXXXXX
■ Default URL: Unknown
■ Code Version/Syntax: Universal: Non-standard implementation

◼

Google Search Console: Yes

●
●

○

Property type: URL preﬁx

○

URL preﬁx: https://www.example.com

○

Historical Data: No

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Google Analytics: Remove unknown account ID: UA-XXXXXX, set default URL to
https://www.example.com
Google Search Console: set up a new account to match with the actual site address, we recommend
switching to Domain property type to cover subdomains, www/non-www, http/https

3. INDEXATION RATIO
An estimate of the pages on your site versus the pages that are currently being indexed by search engines. This ratio helps us
understand whether your pages are effectively indexed on Google.
◼

Found 10 sitemaps contain 225 pages, 0 sitemap have been manually submitted however Google automatically crawled by
by itself,

◼

◼

/post-sitemap.xml: 16 pages, 7 indexed (44%)

◼

/page-sitemap.xml: 26 pages, 24 indexed (92%)

◼

/attachment-sitemap.xml: 103 pages, 31 indexed (30%)

◼

/sfwd-lessons-sitemap.xml: 10 pages, 2 indexed (20%)

◼

/sfwd-topic-sitemap.xml: 32 pages, 16 indexed (50%)

◼

/sfwd-quiz-sitemap.xml: 5 pages, 1 indexed (20%)

◼

/owler-sitemap.xml: 3 page, 2 indexed (67%)

◼

/category-sitemap.xml: 6 page, 0 indexed (0%)

◼

/post_tag-sitemap.xml: 20 page, 5 indexed (25%)

◼

/author-sitemap.xml: 4 pages, 2 indexed (50%)

Our crawling robot identiﬁed 287 URLs, 245 pages return content, 113 pages indexed, Indexation ratio 46%
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Indexation Ratio is 46% (113 /245 pages was indexed)
●
●

Clean sitemap to keep only relevant pages (not all pages need to be listed).
Consider letting Google index necessary pages only (not all accessible pages need to be indexed).

4. DUPLICATE PAGES
When content appears at more than one web address, it is called duplicate content. Search engines have to spend more time crawling
pages with duplicate content, and more resources to determine which page should appear ﬁrst in result pages, both of which can reduce
your visibility.

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Duplicate URLs:
○ With and without “/”: Yes, but 301 redirected
○ With parameters: No, except directory listing pages https://www.example.com/wp-content/plugins/owler/js/?MD
HTTP is correctly redirected to HTTPS.
All non-www pages are correctly redirected to www, except one page: https://www.example.com/contact-us/
242 pages use of rel=canonical attributes.
31 pages use of 301 redirects.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Some duplicate pages were found, double-check www redirection and disable auto directory listing.
Most pages use Canonical URLs to specify which page should be considered a priority in case of duplicated content. Pages with
identical content have been detected and seem to redirect correctly.

5. ZOMBIE PAGES
Zombie pages are old or low performance pages still indexed by Google. Common types of zombie pages include archives, search result
pages, old press releases, category and tag pages, thin content pages (<50 words). Deleting those pages will increase the trafﬁc on your
important pages, with a positive impact on your overall rankings.

◼

196 zombie pages were found, most of them are:
○

Attachment pages: e.g. https://www.example.com/attachment/img_0004-2-2/

○

Image pages: e.g. https://www.example.com/img_0691-2/

○

File directory page: e.g. https://www.example.com/wp-content/plugins/owler/js/?DD

○

Lesson and topic with no public link access to human but robot: e.g https://www.example.com/lessons/reviewapplication/

RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●
●

Protect non-public page and resources
Remove unnecessary pages
Disallow access and remove auto-generated pages by CMS

6. URL ANALYSIS
In order for URLs to be SEO friendly, they should be clearly named for what they are. By seeing only the URL, a user and Google should
have a good idea of what to expect on the page.

◼

URLs are aligned to the site’s hierarchy and navigation

◼

URLs have no parameters and no special characters

◼

URL path: important pages have less than 3 sub-category in their url

◼

Relevancy: Yes

◼

URL length: 100/287 URLs exceed 75 characters length, 34 pages exceed 115 characters length (too long)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
URLs exceeding 75 character should be shortened (when possible).

7. HREFLANG
Hreﬂang tells search engines where to ﬁnd the content in other languages. By having Hreﬂang, it reduces the risk of content duplicating
and serves the right users with right contents.

◼

◼

The website does not have speciﬁc-region (alternate) language so it does not have Hreﬂang.
Default language declared is “en-US”

RECOMMENDATIONS:
No issues detected.

8. HEADER CONTROL
These header codes tell you what’s happening when browsers and Google try to contact your website. They indicate whether or not that
request can be fulﬁlled.

◼

1,232 Internal resources found including HTML pages, Javascript, CSS,
Images and feed.
○ 1,112 Successful (200)
○ 31 Moved permanently (301)
○ 89 Error not found (404)
○ 0 Internal Error (500)
Cache-Control is 7 days

◼

RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●

Return codes do match the actual content, but consider increasing Cache-Control for better PageSpeed.
Server is exposing the PHP version (7.1.30), remove it for more security.

9. INTERNAL LINKING
Internal links are links that go from one page on a domain to a different page on the same domain. They help Google ﬁnd, index and
understand relationships between content, also help people easy to navigate page to page

◼

Maximum Click-depth for important pages: 3 levels

◼

Total internal link found in pages: 13,563 links

◼

Maximum link found in one single page: 85 links:
○

https://www.example.com/example/

◼

Orphan pages with Zero Click depth from homepage : 204 pages

◼

There is no relationships between Orphan pages
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Remove orphan pages from the Sitemap and disallow access if it is private content. If those pages are public content, we must
add them into the website’s hierarchy and navigation.

10. X-ROBOTS TAGS & META ROBOTS
The robots meta tag lets you utilize a granular, page-speciﬁc approach to controlling how an individual page should be indexed/followed
and served to users in Google Search results. Every single page should be tagged correctly.

◼

X-robots Tags & Meta Robots are allowed to index and follow all pages

RECOMMENDATIONS:
No issues detected.

11. ROBOTS.TXT
Robots.txt ﬁles are instructions that tell search engines which pages they should crawl and which they should not. A well written
Robots.txt can prevent duplicate content indexation like log-in pages or other information that has no natural search value.

◼

Robots.txt are found on the website
○

Disallow access to /wp-admin/ , except /wp-admin/admin-ajax.php

○

Disallow /wp-content/uploads/2019/06/BQ.xlsx

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Consider disallowing unnecessary pages and removing private content by protecting it with a different method.

12. XML SITEMAP
An XML sitemap is a way of organising and identifying the pages of a website. Google’s XML format was designed to allow search
engines to ﬁnd a website’s data faster and more efﬁciently. The XML sitemap includes information about each URL, including when it was
last updated, how often it changes, and how important it is in relation to other URLs on your site.

◼

10 Sitemap.xml ﬁle detected.

◼

The latest modiﬁcations on the site are on 2020-03-01. It is considerably up-to-date information.

◼

Sitemaps seem to be automatically generated by a YOAST SEO plugin, with no pre-conﬁguration.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Consider disabling “auto generating sitemap” in the YOAST SEO plugin and creating sitemap manually to ensure every single
page we submit to Google is under control.

13. NATIVE SITEMAP
Google recommends native sitemap pages to have a reasonable number of links. These links should be ordered by importance to the
rest of the site. The anchor text of sitemap links should use descriptive keywords that help clue search engines in about site content.
◼

Link to native sitemap: https://www.example.com/example/sitemap/

◼

It seems the sitemap here is auto-generated and not very informative for site’s visitors:
○

Pages are ordered differently compared to main navigation menu

○

Duplicates and 404 pages detected:

○

■

Thank you is 404 page and it appeared 2 times

■

No need to include Sitemap in Sitemap

Missing Lesson, Topic, Quizz (if they are public contents)
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Native sitemap should be re-ordered based on navigation menu and clariﬁed for visitors

14. 404 PAGES
Also called “broken link”, a 404 "File Not Found" page appears when a link on the Web leads to content on your site that has been
moved or deleted. Optimised 404 pages can improve usability and encourage visitors to continue browsing your site.

◼

◼
◼

2 pages found with 404 error:
○ https://www.example.com/example/
○ https://www.example.com/example/thank-you/
87 link to resources found but return 404 page
404 default page detected but has no content to human

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Optimize 404 pages to turn the negative experience into a positive one by providing useful information to visitors such as a
search box or a suggestion for the next step.

15. 301 REDIRECTS
The 301 status code means that a page has permanently moved to a new location. This is the best way to ensure that users and Google
are directed to the correct page in case of changes in domain/URL.

◼

31 pages with 301 redirect
○ Redirected to avoid duplicate content in URL, e.g
■ http://example.com/ -> https://example.com/
○ Redirected to new content structure, e.g.
■ https://www.example.com/example/ -> https://www.example.com/structue/example/

RECOMMENDATIONS:
No issues detected.
Note: 301 code has been applied properly, just make sure they match your intentions.

16. MOBILE ACCESSIBILITY
More searchers are using mobile devices than ever, hence it is crucial to ensure that your website performs well on all devices.
In fact, Google now penalizes websites that are not mobile-friendly.

◼
◼
◼

Website is responsive and easy to use on a mobile device.
Most pages are considered as mobile-friendly.
Body text is too close to the edge of the screen on some important pages:
○ https://www.example.com/ (home page)
○ https://www.example.com/about/

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Text padding should be increased on main pages for a better user experience.

17. SITE LOADING SPEED
Page speed indicates how fast a page will take to load completely. A fast loading page will reduce visitors’ bounce rate and increase
dwell time. Search engines spiders can estimate your site speed fairly accurately based on its HTML code.
◼

◼

◼

PageSpeed Insights for Mobile
○

Score: 14

○

Speed Index: 13,5 seconds

MOBILE

DESKTOP

PageSpeed Insights for Desktop
○

Score: 61

○

Speed Index: 4.1 seconds

9 pages are over recommended size (3MB)
RECOMMENDATIONS:

The speed score on mobile is critically low, while speed on desktop is in the average.
The waiting for response from server takes up most of the time.
Consider upgrading the server and applying recommendations from Google for better performance and user experience.
We also recommend installing a caching solution to speed things up.

18. SITE ARCHITECTURE & NAVIGATION
A well put-together site architecture & navigation makes it easy for your visitors to ﬁnd what they want and helps Google thematically
organize your content. It also helps Googlebot access and index all of you site’s pages.

◼

Site hierarchy and main navigation reﬂects products and services.

◼

No breadcrumb navigation detected.

◼

Blog Category Page and Tag Page have small number of post.

◼

Up to 8 click-dept to reach an blog post.

◼

No related posts and post navigation (Previous/Next) in blog post pages.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
-

Add breadcrumb navigation to improve user experience and internal linking
If not too many blog posts, all blog posts should be displayed in category pages
Add Next/ Previous links in Post page and add “related posts”
Adding a message and button to encourage people to share your post is a good practice to earn more organic trafﬁc
Consider applying a commenting system to have more feedback and engagement from your users

19. SSL CERTIFICATE
Installing a SSL certiﬁcate (HTTPS) improves security by encrypting data between browser and server. Both Google and visitors show a
strong preference for secured websites.

◼

HTTPS is available on the website

◼

HTTP and HTTPS are set up properly to avoid the duplicate content

◼

No HTTPS pages with mixed content issues detected

RECOMMENDATIONS:
No issues detected.

20. HTML ERRORS / W3C VALIDATION
Lots of HTML errors or sloppy coding may be a sign of poor quality site. Website’s code should follow the formatting standards by World
Wide Web Consortium. While it impacts browser and device compatibility, it also helps Google crawling page’s content including text,
multimedia and following links

◼

69 pages have errors and warnings on W3C HTML, some important errors such as
○

No <p> element in scope but a p end tag seen.

○

<img> element have no alt attribute.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●
●

Pay attention to programming errors, and ﬁx major ones that could have an impact on your SEO and/or user experience
Make sure pages are displayed as intended on all browsers.
Consider applying an alt tag for your images to rank on Google searches related to images

CONTENT AUDIT

PILLAR 2: CONTENT
DRIVE RELEVANT, TARGETED TRAFFIC TO YOUR WEB PAGES

“IT IS CRUCIAL TO PROVIDE QUALITY CONTENT THAT ANSWERS USERS' QUERIES.”
OBJECTIVES? Increase clicks on the search result page, drive targeted trafﬁc to your web pages.
HOW? By providing strategies and recommendations to optimize your content for the targeted, relevant keywords your
audience is interested in.

SEO AUDIT | CONTENT CHECKPOINTS
❑

21. Organic trafﬁc

❑

31. Informational content

❑

22. Organic CTR

❑

32. Pagination & internal links

❑

23. Keywords ranking

❑

33. Multimedia Optimization

❑

24. Targeted keywords

❑

34. Contact page

❑

25. Keywords cannibalization

❑

35. Terms of use & Privacy pages

❑

26. Readability

❑

36. Outbound links quality

❑

27. Title tags

❑

37. References & sources

❑

28. Meta Description

❑

38. Geo-speciﬁc content

❑

29. H1 tags and Headings

❑

39. Universal Search

❑

30. Content analysis

❑

40. New content opportunity

21. ORGANIC TRAFFIC
While SEO itself aims at increasing the quantity and quality of a website’s organic trafﬁc, it is also one of Google’s top ranking factors. In
other words: the more a website has visitors, the more Google will understand it as a high quality content provider, and the higher it will
rank on search results.

◼
◼

Current monthly trafﬁc (February 2020): 344 sessions (including Google 93%, Bing (5%), the rest 2% (Ask, Yahoo, Ecosia)
Average monthly trafﬁc (November 2019 to February 2020): 316 sessions

◼

Top 3 pages:
○

https://www.example.com/

○

https://www.example.com/about/

○

https://www.example.com/contact/

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Google Analytics started receiving data on November 12, 2019
Without data from Google Search console, we assume most of the organic trafﬁc comes from branded queries.
Trafﬁc is also coming from blog/ service pages but is not signiﬁcant (less than 5%)

22. ORGANIC CTR
The organic Click-Through-Rate refers to the percentage of searchers that click on a search engine result. It is largely based on ranking
position, but is also inﬂuenced by a result’s title tag, description and URL. While SEO itself aims at increasing a page’s CTR, it is also a
strong ranking factor for Google: the higher the CTR, the higher the ranking on the SERP.

◼

Monthly CTR (February 2020): NEED GOOGLE SEARCH CONSOLE

◼

Average CTR: NEED GOOGLE SEARCH CONSOLE

◼

Best performing pages: NEED GOOGLE SEARCH CONSOLE

RECOMMENDATIONS:
CTR cannot be determined - Google Search Console seems not set up properly and unable to provide data.
Google Search Console could help us know exactly how many times our pages appeared on Google search results and how
many clicks each page received.

23. KEYWORDS RANKING
Keywords ranking is the position of your website in search results, when a user searches a phrase or a keyword. Keywords ranking has a
major impact on web trafﬁc, lead generation and conversions.

◼

Total search volume: 24290

RECOMMENDATIONS:
A compelling analysis will be performed separately within the “keywords research” task. Keywords list along with search volume
will be worked on in order to assess the pages rankings and corresponding organic trafﬁc. Based on this analysis, content will be
optimized accordingly.

24. TARGETED KEYWORDS
Targeted keywords are the strategic keywords identiﬁed to be included in your web pages content. Targeted keywords allow you to craft
your content to satisfy both users and search engines and should be used in line with the SEO best practices.

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Main keywords are used in titles tags, descriptions and header tags.
Most keywords are used in URLs.
None of the main keywords are used in internal links.
Keywords density in copy is good.
In general, selected targeted keywords are too competitive.
Use of synonyms and LSI keywords: good
Keywords prominence (appearing in the ﬁrst 100 words of the copy): good

RECOMMENDATIONS:
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Overall use of keywords in copy is good, but a new keywords research should be done in order to identify less competitive
terms and avoid keywords cannibalization.

25. KEYWORDS CANNIBALIZATION
This term simply identiﬁes the issue of having multiple pages competing for the same (or very similar) keywords/keyword clusters, hence
the cannibalization. This problem can harm the SEO potential of the pages involved, because it creates a confusion to search engines
and result in a struggle to rank those pages.

◼

◼

Meta data: 3 pages detected using the same keywords in the title tags and H1.
○ https://www.example.com/example1/
○ https://www.example.com/example2/
○ https://www.example.com/example3/
URLs: no pages detected using same keywords in their URLs.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
On the 3 pages identiﬁed as competing for the same keywords, title tags and H1 tags should be optimize to avoid
cannibalization and improve ranking.

26. READABILITY
A well written and easy to understand copy improves the overall user experience, and is indirectly rewarded by Google through the
analysis of user signals (organic trafﬁc, CTR, bounce rate…). Making sure the target audiences grasp the your message by simplifying the
content, so that the trafﬁc will growth automatically.

◼

Copy is fairly difﬁcult to read ( The readability score is 51.1/100)

◼

No keyword stufﬁng detected.

◼

Voice search friendly: Good (The website has an average grade
level of about 9. It should be easily understood by 14 to 15 year
olds.)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●

Shorten the number of word per sentence, 13 -16 words/sentence is recommended.
Use headings and subheadings

27. TITLE TAGS
A title tag is the HTML element used to specify the title of a webpage. Its primary job is to tell visitors and search engines what they can
expect from the webpage (in the shortest and most concise way possible). As it appears on the search result pages, it is a very important
part of search visibility.

◼

7 duplicate title tags identiﬁed

◼

Title tag is too long on 15 pages (max 60 characters including spaces!)

◼

7 pages show a title tag below 30 characters

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Google usually displays the ﬁrst 50-60 characters of the title tags on SERP.
Title tags must be optimized to ﬁt the recommended length and rel = “canonical” should be used for duplicate content.

28. META DESCRIPTION
The meta description is a snippet of up to 155 characters - a tag in HTML - which summarizes a page’s content. The meta description
appears in the search results and serves the function of “advertising copy” to draw visitors to your site, so it is crucial optimize it.

◼

Length: 9 pages identiﬁed with too long meta descriptions (> 155 characters)

◼

Duplicate:5 identiﬁed pages have duplicate meta description

◼

16 pages identiﬁed with no meta description detected

◼

Most meta description identiﬁed are written in an active voice and match the content.

◼

Call to Action: most meta descriptions include a clear CTA.

◼

Keywords: most meta descriptions include strategic keywords.
RECOMMENDATIONS:

Use rel = “canonical” for duplicate content situations.
Add meta descriptions for missing pages and shorten the description, the recommendation is 155 characters.

29. H1 TAGS AND HEADINGS
Often confused with the “title tag” appearing on search result pages, the “H1 tag” is the displayed title on the actual page. Using the
<H1> tag as an image, a CSS design element, or not using it at all is a missed opportunity for successful optimization.
◼

Most blog posts are missing H1 (12 pages detected)

◼

○

Ex: https://www.example.com/blog/example1/

○

Ex: https://www.example.com/blog/example2/

12 pages have duplicate H1 and 5 identiﬁed pages have duplicated H2
○

Ex: https://www.example.com/blog/example1/

○

Ex: https://www.example.com/blog/example2/
( Duplicate content is “Welcome to the Example Blog” )

◼

31 pages have no H2

●
●

Add H1 and H2 tags to pages missing it.
Change the content of duplicate title tags accordingly.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

30. CONTENT ANALYSIS
Content analysis is a process of assessing content performance against trends, gaps, opportunities, and various factors which are: trafﬁc,
goal conversion, dwell time… Quality content should provide value and unique insights to visitors.
◼
◼
◼

Content length: good
Content freshness & recency: good (Jan 16, 2020)
Best practices examples: short introductions, small paragraphs: Ex: https://www.example.com/about/

◼

Relevant content, which is different from the content on other sites both in wording and topics

◼

No keyword proximity detected (in ﬁrst 150 characters)

◼

Redundant phrase: 4 cases detected

◼

The targeted keyword density is lower than 1 -2%
Ex: https://www.example.com/about/
RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●
●

Include main targeted keywords in the ﬁrst 150 characters of the body.
Avoid using redundant words (right, better, yet) to make the article more efﬁcient and clear.
Improve the keyword density

31. INFORMATIONAL CONTENT
The purpose of informational content is to help answer the questions those in your industry are asking and to provide solutions to the
problems they are experiencing. Often, it is served as blog articles providing in-depth analysis about a relevant or trending topic.

◼

A section with blog articles has been identiﬁed: https://www.example.com/blog/

◼

11 articles published between June 2015 and January 2020

◼

Publishing schedule: one article per trimester on average, but schedule is quite inconsistent.

◼

Categories seem quite empty with very few articles in each. Some articles appear in several categories and create duplicate
content.

◼

Most articles do not include main targeted keywords.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●
●
●

The blog section should evolve with more content / additional articles. Schedule: at least one new article per month.
Category pages should be removed to display all articles on the main blog section, with articles classiﬁed by date.
Category pages can be replaced by tags allocated to one or several articles.
Ideally, the new articles should include new keywords to enlarge the visibility of the website on search engines.

32. PAGINATION & INTERNAL LINKS
Pagination is a process which divides content across a series of pages. It make the content easier for visitors to read and to simply make
the website look better. Moreover, the internal linking methods help reduce click depth for paginated pages and deeper level pages.

◼
◼

Need improve the internal links structure
2 pagination hyperlinks not set properly
○ Ex: https://www.example.com/blog/
○ Ex:https://www.example.com/blog/example/

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Paginated pages should be linked to each others with regular links to allow users to click and navigate to the next page in the
series.

33. MULTIMEDIA OPTIMIZATION
To make search engines aware of your site’s variety of content (i.e. assets), multimedia like audio ﬁles, videos and images should be
optimised by including descriptive ﬁle names, URLs and ALT attributes, along with detailed XML sitemaps whenever possible.

◼
◼

◼
◼

1 images include ALT tags with descriptive text.
38 images are missing ALT tags
○ Ex: https://www.example.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/fq_sting.jpg
○ Ex: https://www.example.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/rawpixel-com-303966-unsplash-1024x684.jpg
No images are missing descriptive ﬁle names
23 images have over 100KB
○ Ex: https://www.example.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/rawpixel-384899-unsplash-1.jpg

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Generally, images are missing descriptive ﬁle names and are then invisible to search engines to index them. Consider having
keywords-rich ﬁlenames to make them more SEO-friendly
Reduce image quality (and size) to help improve website performance (loading speed).

34. CONTACT PAGE AND BRAND SIGNALS
While Google Quality Documents state that they prefer sites with “an appropriate amount of contact information” that matches the
company information, the contact page is also important for visitors.

◼

Contact page detected: https://www.example.com/contact-us/
○
It includes a contact form, the ofﬁce address, phone number and email address of the company.
○ Integrated with a Google Maps

◼

Brand signals: the page is branded but the name of the company is missing.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
The name Example should be added at several locations on these pages:
● near the contact form.
● in the “why we’re different” section.
● in the “newsletter sign up” section.

35. TERMS & PRIVACY PAGES
These two pages help tell Google that a site is a trustworthy member of the internet and the industry. It also helps improve your E-A-T
(Expertise, Authority and Trustworthiness).

◼

No terms of use page detected

◼

Privacy policy page detected: https://www.example.com/privacy-policy/
○

last updated on Feb 23rd, 2018

○

Update date does not appear on page

RECOMMENDATIONS:
●
●
●

Add a Terms of Use page describing the company’s services.
Display “last updated” date on the page.
Review and update the terms’ date to 2020 (should be done every year).

36. OUTBOUND LINKS
Outbound links, are hyperlinks pointing from your site to other domains (external to your site). Linking out to related authority websites
helps search engines to understand your niche, but also send them trust signals.

◼

Outbound links detected:
○

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hecAF1HZ7Ec

○

https://goo.gl/maps/6KBuUxy2MhfhkGVRx5y5

○

https://www.facebook.com/example/

○

https://www.linkedin.com/company/example/

◼

Anchor text is used correctly and includes main keywords.

◼

No spammy behavior detected
RECOMMENDATIONS:

No issues detected

37. REFERENCES & SOURCES
Citing references and sources, like research papers do, is a sign of transparency, quality and trust.

◼

No references and sources detected in the site.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
No need to add references or sources if the page does not use related content, but adding references and sources in blog
articles could increase the website’s trust.

38. GEO-SPECIFIC CONTENT
When returning search results, search engines look for sites that are organised logically in easily understandable, broad-to-narrow
categories. This is especially true for sites that are trying to get local visibility. Sites with a local focus should present their content in
organised directories with names that refer to the local and regional areas they target.

◼

No pages including localized and geo-targeted (Melbourne) content detected.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Most of targeted keywords include “Melbourne” or “Australia”. Therefore, it is necessary to build the content items speciﬁcally
for local SEO.

39. UNIVERSAL SEARCH
Universal Search (also called “Enhanced Search”) blends listings like Google Image, News, Video, Shopping or Maps, along with
standard textual content it gathers from crawling web pages. Optimizing for Universal Search is to make sure your site is visible in the
SERP for all assets.

◼
◼

No updates detected in Google News.
No images from the site detected on Google Images.

◼

1 Youtube video detected in Google Videos results

◼

Ofﬁce location detected on Google Maps.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Use keyword-rich ALT tags to optimize images SEO on Google Image

40. NEW CONTENT OPPORTUNITY
New content opportunity is the process of publishing new content that present yet more opportunities for website to contain more
keywords. Frequently added content, such as blog or article postings, allows optimizing the article with pertinent keywords that can
attract visitors to the website.

◼

No blog articles posted or updated since Jan 16th, 2020
○

◼

Ex:https://www.example.com/blog/example1/

New content opportunities in the years are low, due to the occasional content distribution.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Frequently updating keyword list and publishing new content accordingly, increases its chances to attract new visitors to the
website and improves Google’s trust in the site: frequency is as important as content.
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